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This book has been made to help children with leukaemia (or other styles of cancer) to prepare
for treatment, namely chemotherapy, and a stay static in hospital. Treatment for childhood
tumor can be extremely difficult to handle, especially for very young children. The lengthy stay in
medical center, having to contend with drips, tubes and injections is tough enough without the
possibility of hair loss for children to face. It assures them that you will see a period where their
locks will begin to grow back and they'll eventually leave the hospital and return house. Most of
all, the book shows kids that this experience is temporary; Harry not only enjoys his stay static
in medical center and makes new close friends, but he also overcomes any fears of losing his
hair. it is not a permanent part of their lives. Nevertheless, this book helps children to see the
knowledge of a child that they can easily relate to. The reserve also gives parents an opportunity
to discuss the go to to medical center and the treatment with the youngster by comparing their
encounter to Harry.
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A fun lovely method to communicate hair loss to a child with cancer I ordered this book when I
then found out that my five yr old grandson would be going through chemotherapy and losing
his locks as a result. I purchased this book to include in a "care bundle" for a three year old little
girl. It also emphasized that there wasn't anything wrong or weird with the kid - it was simply a
temporary change as a result of a required treatment.W.C.S. In my own family's initial conference
and conversation with my grandson's medical team, the team's L. indicated that she often had a
copy on hand to lend to sufferers - so, I was content that I got unwittingly purchased something
that professionals thought well of as well. In any event, it is lovely story and a light handed way
to help a little child understand their current circumstance. She loved this book We bought this
book to help my four-year-old girl understand that she was going to lose her locks with her
cancer remedies. She loved this book! We read every night for some weeks. It breaks it right
down to the standard level and makes it look like losing her locks can be an experience only
very few special children have. It relates to the positive encounters that is included with healing.
The data we aren't alone in our trials and tribulations iscomforting. Great book for kids going
right through serious health issues Great book for kids going right through serious health
problems. I bought it to learn to my daughter who will be under going heart surgery. I would
suggest it when you have to help anyone cope with childhood tumor.! Best small book for kids
fighting cancer! This book helped my granddaughter understand her leukemia. Four Stars This
book is excellent to teach any little child about cancer. Good book Very sweet book, my children
cherished it.Fast delivery too! I purchased this book relating to a "care package" ... The tale was
well written in a light humorous style that communicated what happens and prepares a kid for
the upcoming alter. The publication was well received bythe entire family.She was just starting
chemotherapy. Five Stars LOVE IT! It produced her feel just like she wasn't alone.
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